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FOREWORD

Global wealth demographics have been going through seismic shifts
in recent decades. Emerging markets have enjoyed explosive growth
in their high and ultra-high net worth populations, while a new generation of younger clients has come to the fore. But it is the “women’s
wealth” story that is arguably most compelling.
Although true gender equality still lies some way off, female financial
empowerment has been accelerating at a remarkable rate off the back
of better access to education, improved labour market participation
and growing entrepreneurialism. Women are currently estimated to
control around a third of the world’s total private wealth, with their
financial strength growing at every level.
In developed nations such as the US it is thought that as many as 40%
of households now have a woman as the primary earner. Meanwhile, at
the upper echelons of wealth, the growth in the female UHNW population has been outstripping that for males in several instances, with
Asia-Pacific leading the way on wealth creation among women. Today,
over half the region’s female billionaires are first-generation entrepreneurs and – as this report will explore – similar dynamism is being seen
right around the world.
Against this background, it is little wonder that the wealth management and advisory sector has begun putting such great efforts into better understanding the wants and needs of wealthy women. Not only
do female clients constitute a large segment, but, as will be discussed,
they are a highly attractive one inclined towards greater loyalty and
advocacy of their trusted advisors.

At a time when competitive pressures continue to ratchet up, no institution can afford to ignore a segment that comprises half the population
and that some predict will control 75% of discretionary spending in just
over a decade. Nor can they continue to be largely “gender-blind” as
they develop their product and service offerings, and take them to an
increasingly discerning client base.
As its title indicates, this report aims to explore the sectors and regions
where women are “winning” in the wealth stakes today, and then to
outline key ways firms might look to attract and retain their business.
Some might find that serious work will be required to make their services, products and marketing better fit the female segment. Yet the
inadequacies currently prevalent of course represent a very great opportunity for service providers to differentiate themselves and even
“own” this space.
I am personally delighted to have been able to examine women’s
wealth management provision and engage with so many esteemed advisors, consultants and wealth creators in the production of this report
– and the WealthBriefing Group as a whole looks forward to continuing
the “winning women” dialogue too in the years to come.
Wendy Spires
Global Head of Research
WealthBriefing
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
WOMEN’S WEALTH IS BEING SERIOUSLY UNDERESTIMATED; STILL
STRONGER GROWTH YET TO COME
Our respondents showed high awareness of the fact that global wealth
distribution between the genders remains unequal, with just under
three-quarters (74%) accurately assuming that women hold less than
half of total personal wealth.
Yet many are significantly underestimating just how strongly female
wealth has marched on recently: the majority of respondents (35%)
believe that less than a quarter of global private wealth is currently
in the hands of women, when in fact the real figure is estimated to be
around 30%.
MOST SEE FEMALES RAPIDLY GAINING FURTHER FINANCIAL
STRENGTH GLOBALLY
Over half (54%) of our survey participants think women’s economic
power and financial independence is growing rapidly around the
world, with 24% believing this strongly.
Under a tenth of participants disagree with the idea that women’s
economic power is increasing apace, with 36% remaining on the fence.
WOMEN’S WEALTH GROWTH IN EUROPE HAS BEEN VERY
ENCOURAGING RECENTLY
In 2015, the contribution of women’s wealth in Europe to the overall
total was 14.3%, up 2.1% on the year before.
The amount of female wealth created in Europe steadily increased
throughout the years between 2012 and 2016. In 2012 women contributed just under £3.5bn, but this figure increased dramatically between
2014 and 2015 to reach a peak of £6.2bn of wealth created.
Drilling down further, it is the Western European market that is showing the most impressive growth, with the UK and Germany the top
European countries for female wealth creation.
THE MEDIA SECTOR IS WHERE WOMEN ARE MAKING THE MOST
IMPACT
The sector showing the least discrepancy between the genders is Media, with the 2016 wealth creation split being 26.6%/73.4% female to
male.
At the other end of the spectrum, Financial Services is a sector where
women have a lot of catching up to do, with 92.3% of wealth being
created by men.
In terms of where most money is being created by women, Industrials
& Chemicals represents the top sector, with a female wealth contribution of 25.1%, followed by the Consumer industry with 13.8% of the
total. There is also a high proportion of female wealth being created in
the Technology sector, where women have achieved 12.3% of the total.
GENDER SEEN AS A SEGMENTATION “MUST” BY BOTH CLIENTS
AND ADVISORS
Both wealth-holders and advisors believe a consciousness of
gender is vital to understanding the wants and needs of clients.

Overall, approaching two-thirds think this should be taken into account,
while 34% see it as being of the utmost importance to an intelligent
segmentation strategy.
Strikingly however, seven in ten wealth-holders believe very strongly
that gender should be a primary segmentation factor, against only 17%
of advisors, signalling a significant disconnect between the industry
and those it serves.
FEMALE CLIENTS’ WANTS AND NEEDS NOT WELL CATERED TO,
WITH FINANCIAL PLANNING PARTICULARLY NEGLECTED
A very large majority of 62% of wealth management professionals believe that the industry does not cater well to the specific wants and
needs of female clients. Just a tenth see women as very well served
at present.
The financial planning requirements of women are seen as particularly
neglected, with almost two-thirds of respondents (63%) believing that
the advisory industry is paying insufficient attention here. Female participants see these inadequacies as being very much more pronounced
(78% versus 42% of men).
ADVISOR EDUCATION SHOULD BE A PRIORITY TO HELP WOMEN
ACHIEVE THEIR GOALS AND OPTIMISE THEIR EXPERIENCE
Overall, a massive 82% of respondents advocate further training for
advisors to help women achieve their goals and ensure they have the
optimal client experience. Among wealth-holders themselves this
proportion was higher still, at 90%.
SRI AND IMPACT INVESTING SEEN AS HAVING PARTICULAR APPEAL
FOR FEMALE INVESTORS
Our survey respondents overwhelmingly see Socially Responsible Investing and impact investing as having particular appeal for female
investors, with 70% believing this to be the case.
Industry experts concur that women tend to define success in far
broader terms and take a wider, longer-term view when deploying their
capital, meaning that SRI and impact investing opportunities are a
crucial differentiator for firms targeting female clients.
BETTER REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN URGENTLY NEEDED IN THE
WEALTH INDUSTRY
A very convincing 84% of participants agree or strongly agree that
wealth managers need to have greater female representation in
their workforces and leadership teams to better engage with wealthy
women. Virtually none view this as a “non-issue”.
Our experts argue that inclusivity at all levels is vital because it strongly
signals that women’s particular goals and aspirations are understood,
and that every effort will be made to ensure a firm’s products and
services meet their needs.
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SECTION 1

WOMEN’S WEALTH IS SERIOUSLY
UNDERESTIMATED; STILL
STRONGER GROWTH YET TO COME
MANY SIGNIFICANTLY UNDERESTIMATE
THE MAGNITUDE OF WOMEN’S WEALTH
TODAY

FIGURE 1
Estimated proportion of global personal wealth held by women
35%

The perceptions of female wealth levels globally revealed by our survey were strikingly
mixed, suggesting that the rapid rise in women’s financial power of recent times has yet to
be fully appreciated, even within the wealth
management community itself (see p33 for
sample composition).
As might be expected, our respondents
showed high awareness of the fact that global
wealth distribution between the genders
remains highly unequal despite the population being roughly evenly split throughout
the world: overall, just under three-quarters
(74%) made the accurate assumption that
women hold less than half of total personal
wealth.
Yet it seems that many are significantly underestimating just how strongly female wealth
has marched on recently: the majority of
respondents (35%) believe that less than a
quarter of global private wealth is currently
in the hands of women, when in fact the real
figure is estimated at 30%.1
At the other end of the spectrum, an optimistic 26% overall estimate that women own half
or more of the world’s private wealth and it
is interesting to note that male respondents
were more likely to attribute greater wealth
ownership to women: a third of men believed
that female wealth represents 50% or more of
the total, compared to just 21% of female participants. In fact, a quarter of men believe the
proportion is over 50%, while more women
than men believe that females have less than
25% of the pie (37% vs 33%).
Of course, self-selection bias may well be at
play, but it is nonetheless encouraging that a
high proportion of men see females as such
strong contenders in the global wealth race.
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FIGURE 2
Estimates of female wealth ownership vs respondent gender
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“It seems that many are significantly
underestimating just how strongly female
wealth has marched on recently: the majority of respondents (35%) believe that less
than a quarter of global private wealth is
currently in the hands of women, when
in fact the real figure is estimated at 30%”

SECTION 1: WOMEN’S WEALTH IS SERIOUSLY UNDERESTIMATED; STILL STRONGER GROWTH YET TO COME

MOST SEE FEMALES RAPIDLY GAINING
FURTHER FINANCIAL STRENGTH GLOBALLY

FIGURE 3
Women’s economic power and financial power is growing rapidly around the world

Global progress has already been very
strong over recent decades. For instance,
today, workforce participation for US females aged 18-33 is 69% compared to 78%
for male millennials. In 1963, these figures
stood at 41% versus 88%.

40%

But most see further big gains in female
financial strength, and a very steep acceleration in regions starting from a lower
base. Over half (54%) of our survey participants think women’s economic power
and financial independence is growing rapidly around the world, with 24% believing
this strongly. Less than a tenth do not see
women’s financial might increasing fast.
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While relatively small, our cohort included wealth-holders, business people and
advisors from every continent, therefore
representing an on-the-ground perspective across a wide range of markets and
industry sectors. The fact that over half the
sample see females rapidly gaining further
financial strength therefore bodes very
well for the global economy and the life
prospects of women around the world.
With higher career aspirations, a greater
tendency to start up companies, and more
income equality across numerous industries – these are exciting times for women
the world over. There may certainly be other factors driving the expansion of female
wealth. However, increased knowledgesharing, improved workplace practices,
growth in female entrepreneurship and
more women being in senior leadership
positions are clearly key.
Under a tenth of participants do not believe
that women’s economic power is growing
rapidly, while 36% remain on the fence. It
would be interesting to note what other
views those with a more tentative view of
female wealth expansion have – whether
they believe that female representation in
the workplace is under-par and whether
wealth advisors need more training to help
women achieve a greater slice of the pie.
For wealth managers to effectively cater
to this trend, they need to understand the
very specific needs of women, topics that
will be discussed in-depth later in this report.

IN FOCUS:
DIAMOND SALES UNDERSCORE WOMEN’S
GROWING PURCHASING POWER
DeBeers recently revealed that female buyers now account for a quarter of all
diamond sales worldwide as women increasingly purchase the precious stones for
themselves, rather than wait to have them bought for them by men.
Purchases by women in the world’s top diamond markets of the US, China, India and
Japan totalled $18bn over 2016, with the average buyer being over 35. Notably, in
Hong Kong, women bought 55% of all diamonds sold.
The jewellery giant believes that women are now well on the way to becoming the
primary purchasers of diamonds, seeing the trend as a powerful signifier of
their ever-growing economic empowerment.
Bruce Cleaver, CEO of the De Beers Group, went so far as to argue that “the meaning
of diamonds may be undergoing its most significant shift in decades” as more and
more women buy high-end jewellery to reward themselves for personal
achievements in work or business, rather than them invariably being something
given by a male to a female to mark a relationship milestone.
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SECTION 2

GLOBAL TRENDS IN FEMALE
WEALTH AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
HARRY KEIR HUGHES, LEAD DATA ANALYST AT WEALTHBRIEFING, PROVIDES AN
OVERVIEW OF GLOBAL TRENDS IN WOMEN’S WEALTH – HIGHLIGHTING IN
PARTICULAR THE EUROPEAN ENTREPRENEURIALISM IDENTIFIED BY
WEALTHMONITOR’S TRACKING OF LIQUIDITY EVENTS.
EUROPEAN REGIONAL TRENDS

“It is the Western European market that is
faring best in terms of female wealth
creation, hitting a high of just under
$5bn in 2016.”

The story of women’s wealth in Europe has
been very encouraging in the last few years.
As can be seen from Figure 4, in 2015, the
contribution of women’s wealth to the overall total was 14.3%, up 2.1% on the year before. Though this might seem a small amount
given the dominance of men’s wealth in the
region, it is part of a rising trend and should
not be glossed over.
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Drilling down further, we see that it is the
Western European market that is faring best
in terms of female wealth creation (Figure 6).
Every year, apart from 2012/2013, the amount
of female wealth created in the region has increased, hitting a high of just under $5bn in
2016.

FIGURE 5
Female wealth creation trends in Europe
Wealth Creation (Current and Historic) (£bn)

Indeed, the amount of female wealth created
steadily increased throughout the years (Figure 5) between 2012 and 2016. In 2012 women
contributed just under £3.5bn. This number
increased considerably between 2014 and
2015, jumping 34% from £4.1bn to £5.6bn,
with another jump of 10.8% from 2015 to
2016, to reach a peak of £6.2bn of wealth
created.
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In other European regions the story is similar,
though there is more fluctuation than in Western Europe.
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Source: Wealthmonitor

FIGURE 4
Contribution of women’s wealth in Europe compared to men
Period

Male

Female

Est. total
Wealth (£m)

Deal count

Est. total
Wealth (£m)

Deal count

Total deal
count

Total est.
Wealth

% Contribution
of Female
Wealth

2012

20,934

6,530

3,443

1,618

8,148

24,377

14.1%

2013

25,278

6,120

3,696

1,412

7,532

28,974

12.8%

2014

29,578

6,620

4,129

1,542

8,162

33,707

12.2%

2015

33,227

8,252

5,548

2,061

10,313

38,775

14.3%

2016

50,177

9,261

6,147

2,258

11,519

56,324

10.9%

Source: Wealthmonitor
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FIGURE 6
Female wealth created throughout Europe compared to male wealth
Period

Europe

CEE

Est. total
Total
Wealth European
(£m) Liquidity
Events
2012

Female
Male

2013

Female
Male

2014

Female
Male

2015

Female
Male

2016

Female
Male

Est. total
Wealth
(£m)

Northern Europe

Southern Europe

Western Europe

Deal
count

Est. total
Wealth
(£m)

Deal
count

Est. total
Wealth
(£m)

Deal
count

Est. total
Wealth
(£m)

Deal
count

1

341.2

102

170

119

2,938.8

1397

3,450.5

1,619

20,951.8

6,535

168.0

7

1,351.7

670

2,489

455

16,943.0

5403

3,695.8

1,413

3.2

6

488.7

88

970

105

2,233.7

1214

25,276.8

6,120

483.5

84

2,622.0

596

5,162

346

17,009.6

5094

4,129.0

1,542

3

389.2

80

346

127

3,393.7

1332

29,578.1

6,620

25

3,051.2

585

3,352

414

22,359.3

5596

815.9

5,548.2

2,061

0.8

3

520.2

91

551

213

4,476.7

1754

33,227.3

8,252

651.2

23

2,730.3

766

3,485

627

26,360.5

6836

6,146.5

2,258

457.1

125

896

304

4,793.1

1829

50,177.1

9,261

4,009.2

1,011

6,576

901

39,446.5

7327

145.7

22

Source: Wealthmonitor

It is also telling to break down the region further, looking at the countries that females in
Europe are making most of their wealth in.

Wealth Creation (Current and Historic) (£bn)

FIGURE 7
Top country breakdown for female wealth
6

By a long margin, the UK and Germany are
the top countries in Europe for female wealth
creation, with their figures steadily increasing over the years in both countries, as can be
seen from Figure 7. Though 2014 was a relatively poor year for the UK, between 2014 and
2015 female wealth increased by a huge 73%
to take the total to just over £2.3bn. Similarly,
the period between 2013 and 2014 was massively productive for German female wealth,
it growing 148% from just under £600m to
£1.5bn.

5
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3

2

1

0

2012
UK

2014

2013
Germany

France

2015
Italy

Norway

2016
Sweden
Source: Wealthmonitor

Interestingly, Italy is another region that has
seen a significant climb in female wealth
recently. Starting at £117.4m in 2012, the
country saw over £550m of wealth created
by women over the four years, bringing their
total to £679.4m in 2016.

“By a long margin, the UK and Germany are the top countries in
Europe for female wealth creation, with their figures steadily
increasing over the years in both countries.”
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EUROPEAN SECTORAL TRENDS

FIGURE 8
Sector breakdown comparison male vs female in 2016
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At the other end of the spectrum, Financial
Services is a sector where women have a lot of
catching up to do, with 92.3% of wealth created
by men (male domination in the financial services sector is discussed in depth in Section 6).
Other Wealthmonitor data - shown in Figure
9 - highlights the sectors where women are
making the most money. Industrials & Chemicals represents the top sector with a female
wealth contribution of 25.1%, followed by the
Consumer industry with 13.8% of the total.
There is also a high proportion of female
wealth being created in the Technology sector, where women have achieved 12.3% of the
total.
Wealth managers targeting female wealthcreators need to be paying close attention
to fast-moving trends, rather than relying on
past assumptions, Florian Pixner explained.
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Agriculture and Industrials & Chemicals are
other sectors where the discrepancy is below
average, with women accounting for 21.3%
and 14.7% of wealth creation respectively.

“The Media sector has typically been an area
where women have made their mark, but we
are also seeing wealth creation by women in
the Industrials and Chemicals sector, with
women contributing 14.7% of value, and the
Agriculture sector, where their contribution is
21%,” he said. “Experts expect the Technology
sector to be a key growth sector, with developments in Artificial Intelligence and FinTech
at the forefront; these will be real areas for
wealth managers to watch.”

FIGURE 9
Female wealth contribution in 2016 - sector breakdown
OTHER

Turning to the sectors in which women are
making most impact, we see that the sector
showing the least discrepancy between the
genders is Media, with 26.6% contribution of
wealth from females and 73.4% from males in
2016 (see Figure 8).
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“The Media sector
has typically been
an area where
women have made
their mark, but
we are also seeing
wealth creation by
women in the Industrials & Chemicals sector.” - Florian
Pixner, Wealthmonitor

SECTION 2: GLOBAL TRENDS IN FEMALE WEALTH AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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FIGURE 10
Generational breakdown comparison male vs female in 2016
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There are two main take-aways when considering the European generational trends in
female wealth. The first is that most wealth
is being created by women in the 46-55 age
range (£1.9bn), which is the same age-range
as the top wealth creation bracket for males
(although they have a considerably higher
total at £16.8bn). This bracket also holds the
highest number of deals compared to other
female age groups, totalling 481.
The second is that the millennial group (1635) is the most gender-equal age group in
terms of total estimated wealth, although
men still hold more than double of the estimated total wealth and number of deals compared to women (£856m vs £328m). Clearly,
the younger generation of females are rapidly catching up with their male peers due a
heightened sense of independence, strong
educational attainment and the sense of entrepreneurial “can-do” which characterises
the millennial generation.
The question of how to attract and retain millennial money is one of the most pressing issues
facing the industry today. And, as Pixner pointed
out, wealth managers need to constantly bear in
mind that effectively targeting females is intrinsic to meeting the next gen challenge.
“Whilst gender equality in wealth creation still
has a way to go, particularly in the financial
services sector, we are seeing positive moves to-

Male

56-65

Female

Male
66+

Deal count

Source: Wealthmonitor

wards closing the gender gap amongst the next
generation of high net worth individuals (the 1635 millennial age bracket),” he said. “The wealth
management industry needs to stay abreast of
such trends to innovate and tailor their offerings
to fit the needs of the market.”

tion in the GCC remains very low. In the GCC,
only 26.9% of women participate in the labour
force, compared to a world average of 51.7%.6

Est. total wealth (£m)

EUROPEAN GENERATIONAL TRENDS

Female

FEMALE WEALTH TRENDS IN THE MIDDLE
EAST/GULF COOPERATION COUNCIL
Wealth Creation in the Middle East
In the Middle East, female wealth has been
growing at a rate of 9% a year and women
are now estimated to control 22%, or about
$500bn, of the region’s investments.2
As early as 2010, industry luminaries were
predicting that women’s investments in Saudi
Arabia alone would reach $18bn by 2018.3
Female representation lacking in the
GCC labour force
The majority of women in the GCC are literate, and have made rapid advancements on
the education front. The literacy rate among
women adults in the GCC stands at 84%.4 In
fact, women in most GCC countries represent
a better-educated pool of talent than men:
women in Qatar, Kuwait, and the UAE comprised more than 60% of all graduates in 2009,
for instance.5
It is disheartening, therefore, that cultural reasons have meant that female labour participa-

How is this changing?
Recently, in a bid to empower women in the
workplace, the UAE launched a five-year plan
to find female leaders. Qatar and Kuwait have
business forums set up for women (Qatar
Business Women Forum and Business Professional Women) with the aim of helping
businesswomen contribute to the economic
development of their respective countries.
The HNW female market in the GCC is currently worth about $224bn and accounts for
20.2% of the total wealth in the area, with GCC
women’s contribution to wealth expected to
grow by 15% over the next ten years.7
It is of note that the GCC’s female entrepreneurs are very successful, with 33% of enterprises owned by women in the UAE generating over $100,000 a year. This falls to just 13%
for similar firms in the US.8
Wealth managers should also be aware the
GCC region counts more than 5,000 family
offices, encompassing more than $500bn in
assets, and that women are playing increasingly influential roles in these family offices.9
As well as being successful entrepreneurs,
many of the region’s women hold senior positions in private companies and are taking
control of the wealth in family companies.
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SMEs – driving local economies in the GCC
Over the last decade, women in the GCC have
made powerful economic strides as small-tomedium sized enterprise (SME) owners driving
local economies. In their role as SME owners,
they are increasingly becoming recognised for
driving exports, generating employment and
contributing to local developments and innovations. That said, as of 2010, they have a very
low ownership of the SME pie at 6.8%, compared to their male counterparts.10
The story goes that even where female entrepreneurs in the GCC are able to secure seed
funding from friends, families and angel investors, there remains a gap between this
stage and that where private equity firms are
willing to take a stake.
To ensure that their slice of the SME pie continues to grow strongly and wealth expectations
can continue to increase year-on-year, female
entrepreneurs in the region need strong support at every stage of the start-up process, requiring a great deal of time and effort from VC
firms to cater to this new and dynamic sector.
This represents a real opportunity for advisors
in the region with such expertise.
FEMALE WEALTH TRENDS IN ASIA-PACIFIC
In Asia-Pacific, the face of wealth has changed
dramatically from what it was a generation
ago. Today it is increasingly young, self-created, and female.
The total assets under management held by
female investors worldwide grew 8% annualised over the past five years. And yet it is
significant to note that assets held by women
in the Asia-Pacific region (excluding Japan)
experienced the highest growth - 13% a year
- over the past five years.11
This trend is due to Asia’s economic boom
over the past decade, accelerating the growth
of the female market, spawning a tide of business- and tech-savvy women who make financial decisions that affect billions in corporate assets, as well as controlling significant
personal assets.

Growth in the female UHNWI population has
shown its highest levels in Asia-Pacific compared to the rest of the world, at a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 9.1%; in North
America and Europe the CAGRs were 5% and
2.9% respectively.12
No country has more self-made female billionaires than China.13 Not only that, but more
than half of female billionaires in the Asia-Pacific region are first-generation entrepreneurs,
while less than a quarter of female billionaires
in the US and Europe are self-made.14
Asian women are also inheriting first-generation wealth and family businesses, something
that was rare a generation ago.
FEMALE WEALTH TRENDS IN THE US
In the US, women’s assets grew in line with
the global average of 8% a year, over the past
five years.15 All the while, the income gap
between women and men is closing in most
leading economies, with women significantly
closer to pay equality among millennials.16
What this means for the overall picture of US
female wealth is significant. Women already
control $14tn of personal wealth in the US
alone, 51% of the total,17 and are forecast to
control two-thirds of the nation’s wealth by
2030.18
Many women in the US are making their own
money, as they become entrepreneurs and
run their own successful businesses.
Female entrepreneurs in the US accounted for
36% of all businesses in 2012, according to the
latest data from the US Census Bureau.19
Women make up 48% of the millionaires in
the US,20 and the US comes top in the world
for female HNW wealth, with 45% of the total.
In comparison, the UK has 5% of the total and
China just 4% of the total.21 On top of that,
almost half of ultra-wealthy females have
their primary business in the US, a higher
share than among all male and female
individuals.22

“Female entrepreneurs in the
region need
strong support at
every stage of the
start-up process,
requiring a great
deal of time and
effort from VC
firms to cater to
this new and
dynamic sector.”
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SECTION 3

GENDER GENERALLY OVERLOOKED IN SEGMENTATION,
DESPITE HUGE SIGNIFICANCE
GENDER SEEN AS A SEGMENTATION
“MUST” BY BOTH CLIENTS AND ADVISORS

FIGURE 11
Is gender an important factor in client segmentation?

Gender politics can be complex. However,
most would agree that equality does not necessarily entail a complete elision of differences between the sexes. While there is certainly
no place for determinism or reductionism in
the industry’s thinking, our experts agreed it
should not aspire to be gender-blind - lest the
traits, tastes and life trajectories that can be
proven to be common to a great many women
are neglected.

35%

For their part, both the wealth-holders and
advisors surveyed for this study seem to overwhelmingly agree that taking account of gender is vital to understanding the wants and
needs of clients. As Figure 11 shows, overall
approaching two-thirds think this should be
taken into account by wealth managers, while
34% see it as being of the utmost importance
to an intelligent segmentation strategy.

5%

However, setting the views of advisors against
clients themselves seems to highlight a huge
disconnect.
Strikingly, a massive seven in ten wealthholders believe very strongly that gender
should be a primary segmentation factor,
against only 17% of advisors.
Commensurate polarisation is seen at the
other end of the spectrum: although 39% of
advisors disagree with the principle of segmenting clients on the basis of gender, only
10% of wealth-holders do.
Wealth management professionals are right
to be wary of blunt (or even patronising) segmentation techniques. It must also be conceded that there may be as much variation
intra-segment as inter-segment when such
broad categorisations as gender are used.
But while over-reliance and generalisation
are unwise, it seems that clients are in fact
generally quite keen to be viewed at least partially through the lens of their gender – and
research shows that the vast majority of firms
today simply do not.
According to EY, wealth managers consistently see gender as the least important source of
client differentiation, with just 5% seeing it as
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FIGURE 12
Importance of gender in segmentation: advisors vs clients
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a key driver of segmentation practices (even
“other” factors ranked higher).23 Meanwhile,
Boston Consulting Group puts gender segmentation even lower, finding that only 2% of
wealth managers treat female clients as a distinct client segment and have adapted their
service offering to them.24
However, this must also be seen in the context
of the fact that, in general, the wealth man-

10%
2

1
Strongly disagree

Wealth advisor

Other

agement industry is hugely lagging others in
the adoption of sophisticated segmentation
strategies (and therefore leveraging off them
to implement precisely targeted marketing
techniques).
For example, WealthBriefing research carried
out just last year found that a quarter of UK
wealth managers are still not formally segmenting clients at all, while those that do are
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relying on the bare metrics of investible assets
and revenue generated.
Highly granular and dynamic segmentation
is increasingly espoused by industry luminaries as a means for wealth managers to
increase profitability and has been made entirely practicable by the masses of data and
efficient analysis technologies now at their
disposal. Yet it seems that this has not yet
translated into practice for the majority of
firms, even in a market as hotly-contested as
the UK is: enhanced segmentation was found
to be a top growth strategy for only one in ten
institutions.
As our experts pointed out, this neglect of
segmentation means wealth managers are
setting themselves up for failure when targeting client groups which - like women and millennials - may have high growth potential, but
are outside their “comfort zone”.
Dennis Harhalakis explained that this failure
really can be complete since emotional engagement is foundational to delivering customised, resonant user experiences. Since
it is impossible to establish this connection
without an appreciation of how the person experiences the world, he believes “it is
hard to imagine how you could develop an
effective client experience strategy without
encompassing gender in your profiling”.
THE “HOW”, RATHER THAN THE “WHAT”
Katherine Ellis concurred, further pointing
out that while male and female clients may
have similar “destinations” in view, their journeys often vary widely – creating great competitive advantages for firms able to focus as
much on the “how” as the “what” of helping
clients achieve their financial objectives.
“There aren’t necessarily enormous differences in their long-term aspirations and goals,
but I do think there are plenty of differences
in how the genders are treated currently, and
the methodologies and preferences for how
they get there,” she said. “Therefore, there
are plenty of ways in which being sensitive to
gender can significantly improve the service
offering available to women.”
As Section 7 discusses, aligning products
and services with gender-specific wants and
needs could generate very significant growth
if done well. Yet just as important is how
wealth managers take that offering to market.
Those inattentive to gender are unlikely to
pique the interest of, let alone win, potential
female clients – and may even actively put
them off.
“When targeting offers towards specific segments, the key drivers for any messages must
be derived from that segment’s particular
characteristics,” said Noreen Cesareo. “Push-

“There are plenty
of ways in which
being sensitive to
gender can
significantly
improve the
service offering
available to women.”
- Katherine Ellis,
Boston Multi Family Office

ing communications, collateral and product/
service design that have been prepared to appeal to a different audience - typically one that
is male, older and reflecting a different lifestyle
to your target segment - will certainly fail.”
Here, Cesareo observed that feedback from
female wealth-holders and entrepreneurs often points to wealth management campaigns
clearly being focused on segments other than
them. Jargonistic language which alienates
women rather than convincing them to invest
is a particular issue.
“We have seen the volume of wealth created
by women increase steadily since 2012 from
£3.5bn to £6.2bn in 2016,” added Florian
Pixner. “Wealth managers shouldn’t buck this
trend and could capture great value by targeting female entrepreneurs with considered
communications.”
The solution is to “get back to basics”, in Cesareo’s view: firms need to understand the
drivers within the segment and communicate
the organisation’s appreciation of them in a
way which the type of women being targeted
can relate to, fits their lifestyle (whatever that
may be), and isn’t patronising.
As she and others emphasised, intra-segment
variation and sophisticated, multi-factor categorisations have to be front of mind. Gender
is a vital segmentation factor, but like any
must enrich rather than narrow the institution’s view of the client and be seen alongside several others which may refine (or even
supersede) the “headline” designation.
Here, life stage, family situation and source of
wealth were just a few of the other segmentation factors identified as particularly worthy
of attention when institutions are targeting
women.
On the former fronts, for example, the panel
pointed to recent Scorpio Partnership research focused on the complex (and underserved) needs of “midults” aged 40-55 who

are grappling with wealth management
issues in the context of both aging parents
and their own growing families.
Female clients may feel particularly beset
by multi-faceted, multi-generational family responsibilities and so greatly appreciate
specific advice here.
On the latter front (and as discussed further
on p25), contributors who are themselves
female entrepreneurs highlighted the power
of having their pioneering status and relative newness to wealth management issues
proactively acknowledged.
As technology entrepreneur Caroline Pugh
observed, wealth managers have much to
gain by deploying proprietary research showing the firm understands the directions where
female business-owners usually trend, or
case studies showing how their strategy has
worked with similar clients.
Furthermore, as Section 5 sets out, helping
female clients to connect with like-minded
women for networking, collaboration and
mentoring opportunities would be a wise
move for any wealth manager.
As can easily be seen, many of the most intelligent ways wealth managers can differentiate their offerings and forge emotional
connections with female clients are entirely
dependent on sophisticated segmentation
techniques that take a wide range of factors
into account.

“Pushing communications, collateral and product/
service design that
have been prepared
to appeal to a
different audience
- typically one
that is male, older
and reflecting a
different lifestyle
to your target
segment - will
certainly fail.”
- Noreen Cesareo,
Market Accents
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The fact that a great many institutions are
not even acknowledging gender in how they
design their products and services, and then
take them to market, signals that a huge
opportunity exists.
“It is vital the industry recognises female investors as a sizeable segment, moves away
from a patronising viewpoint and starts talking in a language that resonates with them,”
said Cesareo. “It is no coincidence that major
brands across sectors worldwide are paying
great attention to the key drivers and issues
which matter to women.”
As Pixner observed, wealth managers are increasingly alert to the fact that multi-factor
customisation is expected in most areas of life
and that it is never too early to foster deeper affinities with prospective clients. Indeed, in his
view there is really no excuse for firms to miss
out on these opportunities given the amount
of information available to them today.
“Whether wealth managers are targeting female or male high net worth individuals, we
are seeing an increasing amount of personalisation in their communications. Subscribers to Wealthmonitor typically utilise our
early-stage information on money in motion
through liquidity events such as a company
sale,” he concluded. “Wealthmonitor provides access to information such as an individual’s personal and professional interests
and wealth managers are increasingly using
this insight to form meaningful relationships
with their clients.”

IN FOCUS:
MIDDLE-AGED WOMEN FEEL MASSIVELY
MISUNDERSTOOD
As discussed on p15, just as with men, wealth creation is strongest among women
aged 46-55 – meaning that institutions would do well to aim their marketing squarely
at this age bracket.
Furthermore, according to a study carried out this year by strategic marketing agency
Superhuman, women at this stage of life feel very much misunderstood, creating a
huge opportunity for wealth managers who can rise to the challenge of
understanding their needs and how differently “middle-aged” women perceive
themselves compared to in the past.
Middle-age misperceptions:

96% of women over 40 say they don’t feel middle-aged
67% consider themselves to be in their prime of life
84% don’t like to define themselves by their age
80% believe society’s assumptions about women their age don’t accurately reflect
the reality of their lives
91% don’t believe advertisers understand them
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SECTION 4

FEMALE CLIENTS’ WANTS AND
NEEDS NOT WELL CATERED TO,
WITH FINANCIAL PLANNING
PARTICULARLY NEGLECTED
As Figure 13 shows, a very large majority of
62% of wealth management professionals
globally believe that the industry does not
cater well to the specific wants and needs of
female clients. Just one in ten sees women as
very well served at present.
Our survey of wealth-holders, entrepreneurs/
business-owners, family office professionals
and other advisors sought to unpick areas of
weakness, finding that the financial planning
requirements of women are seen as particularly neglected: across both genders, almost
two-thirds of respondents (63%) believe that
the advisory industry is paying insufficient
attention here (see Figure 14).

FIGURE 13
Generally, do wealth managers cater well to the specific wants and needs of female clients?
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As might be expected, female participants
saw levels of inadequacy that were greater
still: 78% of women believe females’ specific
financial planning needs are being neglected,
compared to only 42% of men.
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Tellingly, a further 42% of male participants said
they did not know if women’s financial planning
needs are well provided for by the sector.

FIGURE 14
Do wealth advisors pay sufficient attention
to the specific financial planning needs
of female clients?

FIGURE 15
Participant gender vs belief that wealth advisors pay sufficient attention to women's financial
planning needs
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It is also significant that across the survey
sample virtually the same proportion of respondents believe that women need better
financial planning advice and that segmentation by gender is key to looking after female
clients well (respectively, 63% and 62% said
this).
The underlying message seems clear: since
women’s lives tend to follow a different trajectory to men’s, “gender-blindness” by wealth
managers therefore risks elements of their
financial plan falling down – or even that very
important considerations are not taken into
account at all.
One of these is of course their greater longevity. As the World Economic Forum recently
stated: “Despite the social inequality women
experience, they live longer than men. This
is the case without a single exception, in all
countries”.25 In the US, for example, the average life expectancy for a woman is 81.2
years against 76.4 for a man, while in most
countries female centenarians are thought to
outnumber males five to one.26
It may seem counterintuitive to speak of
“longevity risk”, but most would agree that
outliving one’s funds is a frightening prospect
indeed. Women therefore have to plan for a
very much longer retirement than their male
counterparts, along with the likelihood of significantly outliving a male spouse.
Yet in addition to their typically longer length,
it is the “shape” of women’s lives that wealth
managers need to give greater weight, our
experts argued. As Rosalyn Breedy observed:
“You have to look at a person as a person and
gender is a big part of who they are. Gender
isn’t just a biological category, it’s also a social
role that impacts on virtually every element of
one’s life, so I don’t see how wealth advisors
can’t take that into consideration.”
Great progress is being made in areas like
shared paternity leave and in a growing proportion of households a woman is now the
primary earner (40%, in fact, in the US).27
However, as Katherine Ellis notes, for a variety
of social reasons women are still far more likely to be the primary caregiver for the dependents within a family, be that for the older or
younger generation. (The issue of “emotional
labour” has also recently come to the fore,
with women across the board generally held
to bear the brunt of this.)
Furthermore, while caregiving responsibilities may be less likely to be an issue for the
UHNW wealth-creator demographic, Ellis
points out that the biological realities of pregnancy do mean that women need to be more
prepared for career gaps, irrespective of their
status – although how that factors into longterm planning will vary greatly by individual.

As indicated by Ellis, wealth managers certainly should not be neglecting lifestyle factors like those just discussed, nor should
they make assumptions, particularly about
the choices of today’s dynamic - and often
pioneering - female wealth-creators.
However, what they can probably safely assume is that today’s wealthy women are fulfilling a multiplicity of roles, and require solutions
and advice that facilitate them flexing across
these as their lives evolve, our experts argued.
In addition to this complexity, as discussed on
p23, women tend to take a far broader view of
wealth and the goals it can help them achieve.
As such, they often stand to get a great deal
from advice extending beyond the mere “nuts
and bolts” of investment portfolios – making
it even more of a shame that their financial
planning needs seem somewhat neglected.

have the optimal client experience. Among
wealth-holders themselves the proportion
was higher still at 90%.
As we have seen, addressing the specific financial planning needs of women will need to be a
large part of such efforts. However, as the next
section of this report will discuss, there are a
plethora of other variables for wealth managers tilting towards female clients to consider.

FIGURE 16
Should advisors be given more training to
help female clients achieve their goals and
optimise their wealth management experience?
12%
6%

As Jacqueline Lockie, Head of Financial Planning at the Chartered Institute for Securities &
Investment, argued:
“I believe that the financial planning process
is a better approach for women as it encourages advisors to explore their personal views
and emotions, and focus on using wealth to
get them where they want to go - establishing what’s on their wish list, as well as their
concerns and worries.”
ADVISOR EDUCATION SHOULD BE A
PRIORITY
As discussed on p27, an overwhelming 84% of
participants in this study believe wealth managers need to recruit more women and make
them more visible at senior levels in order to
better engage with female clients.
Yet this is only part of the solution, not least
because improving female representation is
likely to take time due to supply-side inequalities (that reach right down to the level of how
children are schooled). Moreover, greater female representation alone is not enough to
plug the significant knowledge – and understanding – gaps many firms are likely to have.
In the opinion of our expert contributors,
the wealth management paradigm has been
male-orientated for so long that proactively
educating professionals across all its disciplines seems to be by far the surer, quicker
route to successfully evolving a firm’s offering and culture; used judiciously in marketing, it will clearly send the right message to
prospective female clients too.
The participants in this study overwhelmingly
agree that this is the path wealth managers
need to be pursuing. As Figure 16 shows, 82%
overall believe that wealth management advisors should be given more training to help
women achieve their goals and ensure they
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“Gender isn’t just a
biological category, it’s also a social
role that impacts
on virtually every
element of one’s
life, so I don’t see
how wealth
advisors can’t
take that into
consideration .”
- Rosalyn Breedy,
Wedlake Bell
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SECTION 5

FORMULATING A FEMALEFOCUSED OFFERING
As discussed on p20, almost two-thirds of
wealth management professionals internationally do not believe that the industry caters
very well to women’s wants and needs (only a
tenth believe it does, in fact). There is clearly
much room for improvement, and with this a
significant opportunity for firms committed
to serving women better.
While certainly not exhaustive, this section discusses some of the key features of
a female-focused offering and ways wealth
managers are most likely to be successful in
reaching out to high and ultra-high net worth
women as potential clients.
Naturally, this section’s assertions must bear
the caveat that generalisations on the basis of
gender are imperfect and relying entirely on
such assumptions is unwise.
However, there is abundant research and
anecdotal evidence pointing towards prevalent psychological traits and preferences
that wealth managers would be well-advised
to address end-to-end in their approach to
female clients. As both the wealth management experts and clients involved in this
study pointed out, they should influence
firms’ strategies for branding and marketing,
product and service design, optimising the
client experience and - very importantly - how
investment portfolios are constructed and
managed.
A GENDER-AWARE APPROACH TO
RISK-PROFILING
Firstly, it is generally accepted that men and
women diverge very significantly in their attitudes to risk. Acknowledging this difference
is vital for designing appropriate products and
services, and for giving clients of both genders
the best investment advice. As said elsewhere
in this report, male and female investors may
wish to arrive at the same “destinations” but
often choose quite different paths to get there.
“I think all wealth-holders generally want
the same thing: to provide for their family
and have enough opportunity to enjoy both
family and business life,” said Katherine Ellis.
“However, a lot of research over the years has
suggested that women are on balance more
risk averse - or to put it another way, slightly
better at approximating risks - than men, and
this undoubtedly factors into their goals and
long-term planning.”

For Vandana Jaitly, this difference is very
much an evolutionary “hangover” caused by
men’s biological fitness depending on rapid,
instinctive fight or flight responses to danger
and women’s being more about long-term
planning. “In my view, women are hard-wired
as caretakers focused on wise judgements
about resources,” she said. “Many men will
still get excited about the promise of a 25%
return even if there’s a significant risk the
company will fail, whereas I think most women would rather go for a 5-7% annual return
where they’ll have to stick with an investment
for a number of years.”
Abundant research suggests that women are
more conservative investors than men, with
typical findings including that half of men
prefer to put short-term money into stocks
or funds against a third of women, and that
women tend to rely far more on “vanilla”
savings accounts.28 Interestingly, men appear to have remained significantly more
sanguine about investment risk even in the
face of this year’s economic uncertainties and
very alarming geopolitical strife, with around
a third of men describe themselves as “aggressive” against only a quarter of women
today.29
Of course, there may be a great gulf between
expressed and revealed preference - particularly when exposing oneself to another’s
judgement – which means that those professing to be very comfortable with risk may
find themselves not to be in reality. After all,
behavioural finance tells us that investors feel
the pain of losses more than they enjoy gains.
As our experts observed, effective risk-profiling is best thought of as both “a science and
an art” – one where an advisor’s interrogation of professed attitudes and a thoroughgoing appreciation of context are particularly
valuable.
Correspondingly, several experts argued that
a gender-aware approach to risk-profiling
may benefit clients of both sexes, as might
the task being carried out by a female advisor.
Men may need to dial-down their professed
risk appetite to match their psychological
reality, and may feel more comfortable doing so with a woman. Equally, a female client
may need to accept that they need to take on
more investment risk in order to meet their
financial goals and may be more receptive to
this message if it comes from a woman, it was
said.

SOCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE
INVESTMENT:
SRI seeks to examine the business
conducted by a company (and
possibly its entire supply chain) to
ensure that an investor’s principles
are not compromised by investing
in it.
SRI can manifest as negative or
positive screening, with the former
involving avoiding companies
engaged in activities harmful to
society or the environment, and the
latter seeking those actively making
positive contributions.

IMPACT INVESTING:
A term first coined at The
Rockefeller Foundation’s Bellagio
Center in 2007, impact investing
refers to investments made into
companies, organisations or
investment vehicles/instruments
intended to create a positive impact
on society or the environment
as well as a financial return.
While there may be significant
overlap, impact is distinct from
philanthropy as achieving an
appreciable (if perhaps fairly
modest) return is a fundamental
aim.
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“We do find that
the more holistic
and values-based
approach resonates
well with female
wealth-holders.
This is due, in part,
to some gender
bias towards
longer-term
investment or
‘patient capital’
and a higher level
of interest in what
we call ‘conscious
or caring capital’.”
- Amy Clarke, Tribe
Impact Capital

FIGURE 17
Do you see SRI/impact investing appealing
particularly to female clients?
15%

15%

70%

Yes
No
Don’t know

HEADLINING A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO
WEALTH

A wise approach to managing wealth
acknowledges that its value is as a tool
helping individuals achieve their wider
life goals, rather than an end in itself. The
phrase “holistic wealth management” has
been ubiquitous for many years now as
the industry has striven to signal its understanding of what clients want to achieve
in their lives through taking professional

advice, and so forge deeper emotional
connections with them.
Recognising that a host of softer objectives underlie the hard metrics of wealth
management will resonate equally with
both genders. Yet, according to our experts,
wealth managers seeking women’s business should make thinking about what
wealth means to them even more of a priority, and use this to underpin their product and service design.
At the least, they should acknowledge that
a higher proportion of women than men
(35% vs 30%) see a deep understanding of
their investment goals as central to their
experience of wealth management.30
Even more important, in our panel’s view,
is that women tend to define success in far
broader terms and put more consideration
into what wealth is ultimately for. Their experience is that men focus more on the net
financial results, whereas the bottom line
for women emphasises softer end-goals for
themselves, their family, and often society
at large.
Correspondingly, while her firm’s focus on
SRI and impact investing was not gender or
age targeted, Amy Clarke, Partner and CoFounder at Tribe Impact Capital observes
that it has proven particularly attractive to
women.
“We do find that the more holistic and values-based approach resonates well with female wealth-holders,” she explained. “This
is due, in part, to some gender bias towards
longer-term investment or ‘patient capital’
and a higher level of interest in what we call
‘conscious or caring capital’, that is capital
with a social or environmental purpose.”
More philosophically, Clarke (and others)
highlighted the importance of a personal
wealth “narrative” to many women - how
they build and deploy wealth being an expression of who they are. In her words, the
onus should therefore be on helping female
clients “build their story into their wealth,
rather than wealth being their story”.
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sible Investing and impact investing as having particular appeal for female investors,
with 70% believing this to be the case.
This finding aligns remarkably closely with
other current industry research on the subject, particularly a new study from Jessica’s
Robinson’s firm, Moxie Future, which has
found that 69% of women feel it is important that their investment decisions reflect
their personal values and philosophies. Indeed, it has been shown that twice as many
women as men consider the social responsibility of investments (46% vs 24%).31
According to Robinson, while financial security naturally remains their first priority,
it is now increasingly clear that many women want their investments to deliver a far
broader positive impact than just achieving
monetary returns. Although that is certainly not to say that men don’t also feel this
– impact investing being one of the biggest
growth stories of our time – the imperative seems particularly strong for women.
Moxie Future has also found 79% of women
feel that we urgently need to act in order to
build a better world for our children.
It seems that a very important part of
women’s growing financial empowerment
is them realising the full power of how and
where they deploy their wealth in positively
impacting society at large, the environment
and local communities. “For many women,
financial success is also about building a
fairer and healthier society for future generations,” said Robinson. “It’s about being
smarter with our money to achieve the kind
of change we so urgently need.”
There will be great variation in the causes
closest to women’s hearts according to
geography, generation and socio-economics. However, there do seem to be general trends aligned with these factors that
wealth managers could usefully observe,
particularly since by necessity SRI and impact are likely to only form a small part of
most mainstream firms’ offerings and they
will therefore have to focus on the areas
with most resonance for clients.

OFFERING SRI AND IMPACT INVESTING

“In our research we found that the issue
which most concerns women in all markets
is poverty, followed by access to health
care and then climate change,” Robinson
continued. “Notably, in China female investors showed greatest concern for income inequality and environmental issues,
which makes sense given the visibility of
these challenges there.”

As Figure 17 illustrates, our survey respondents overwhelmingly see Socially Respon-

She also noted that most women are “instinctively interested in issues related to

As discussed below, wealth managers may
need to broaden their investment offerings
significantly to fully achieve this, or at least
be able to bring in third-party experts to
assist in more esoteric areas.
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gender equality” and tend to prize inclusivity across their whole portfolios, the traditional share element included. “I see many
female investors prioritising holding companies that have explicit gender equality
practices in place because it acts as a proxy
for better management,” she said. They
certainly seem to be correct in this regard:
companies with strong female leadership
have been shown to generate a Return on
Equity of 10.1% per year against 7.4% for
those without.32
As our experts argued, it is vital wealth
managers recognise that women tend to
have different investment styles and objectives to men, and open up to giving
intangible factors greater weighting than
they are perhaps used to. Overlays may be
insufficient.
“Firms must understand that women tend
to care very much more about impact or investing in sectors that are personally meaningful when helping them design portfolios and proposing ideas,” said Melissa So.
“This is often overlooked because it is not
as easily measurable as returns, but it is often equally important.”
Wealth managers clearly have a great deal
to gain from meeting women’s desire for
SRI and impact investing opportunities,
both in terms of growing their market
share and improving client satisfaction and
loyalty. But so too does the wider world.
Currently, only a tenth of the $5-7tn needed
each year to fund the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals is being put
to work.33 It is expected that there will be
$224tn of private wealth in the world by
2020, and with a third (or more) of this in
female hands, institutions could help effect
huge positive change by redirecting even
just a small proportion of financial flows.
Socially-conscious institutions should
also note women’s greater commitment
to responsible investing becomes increasingly pronounced further up the wealth
scale: 34% of UHNW women see SRI as a
factor against 15% of men, compared to a
45%/23% split among millionaires.34

institution can bring significant expertise
and capabilities of its own to bear, such as
in philanthropy, SRI or impact investing.

“I think there will
be a really strong
trend – particularly around social impact - of
like-minded female
entrepreneurs and
investors joining
forces with AT
least ten people
from within their
networks who
they trust to work
on strategies that
they can all
benefit together
from.” – Caroline Pugh, a
millennial technology entrepreneur based in the US

Helping female clients to form philanthropic networks is of course something that
forward-thinking firms around the world
have been engaged in for some time now.
Such efforts have been particularly noticeable in newer markets like Hong Kong and
Singapore due to the emphasis placed on
philanthropy in Asia and the region’s strong
growth in female entrepreneurship.
It now seems that co-investment and business-orientated networks are particularly
ripe for development, and are likely to be
increasingly so as entrepreneurial women
continue to come to the fore.

PROVIDING NETWORKING,
COLLABORATION AND MENTORING
OPPORTUNITIES

As millennial technology entrepreneur
Caroline Pugh observed, firms promoting
co-investment networks for women are
tapping into a particularly female desire to
pool resources and share “best ideas” for
mutual advantage.

The psychological traits associated with
women just discussed mean that firms targeting H/UHNW females may have much to
gain by providing them with opportunities
to widen their own networks and collaborate – particularly on projects where the

“I think that generally women are much
more prone to wanting their network to
benefit from the things that they’re doing. Many of the female entrepreneurs and
angel investors I know have looped their
friends and peers into deals they’re work-

ing on because they want their network to
benefit,” she said.
Cynics might deem providing networking,
collaboration and mentoring opportunities
as somewhat “fluffy” nice-to-haves. Yet as
our contributors pointed out, they actually
present wealth managers with an excellent
opportunity to gain the loyalty and trust
of female wealth creators by helping them
towards their goals in very concrete ways.
One is by connecting women on either
side of the entrepreneurial “journey” so
that those in need of financial backing can
meet successful business people seeking
further exciting investment opportunities.
Another is by helping female entrepreneurs
access the intellectual capital they need to
succeed from those who have gone before.
Promoting female wealth creation in this
way has emerged as a real area of focus in
the UK, with the UK Business Angels Association recently launching a two-year campaign to increase the proportion of female
angel investors from 14% to 30%. As the
Association points out, this will not only
benefit female entrepreneurs who generally have to seek investment from a community comprised largely of men; it will also
pay dividends for all the women currently
missing out on the opportunity to use their
wealth, skills and expertise to back the next
wave of early-stage businesses.

“As entrepreneurial women we are
often really swimming against the
tide, and perhaps
particularly so in
certain industries
so it’s no exaggeration to say that
good networking
opportunities help
to put your soul
more at ease.”
– Vandana Jaitly, A DubaiBased Entrepreneur in the
Marine Industry
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Perhaps just as important is the emotional
support that networking/mentoring opportunities can provide for female wealth-creators who - in reality - are still very much in
the minority and likely to be lacking peer support. This will be particularly true for women
operating in (historically) male-dominated
sectors or regions, noted Vandana Jaitly
and Caroline Pugh, who respectively work in
shipping and technology.

BUSINESS SUCCESSION AND WEALTH
STRUCTURING ADVICE

“As entrepreneurial women we are often
really swimming against the tide, and perhaps particularly so in certain industries,
so it’s no exaggeration to say that good
networking opportunities help to put your
soul more at ease,” Jaitly said. “It provides a real boost to be able to be yourself
and speak your mind when sharing your
experiences.”

It was observed that since men are actively
groomed for leadership positions to a far
greater extent, women who have reached
the top are likely to have done so by working their way up “from the shop floor” or by
nurturing their own idea from inception.

“Women enjoy supporting each other and
are even more driven by word of mouth
than men: they tend to trust their female
network deeply and are a very close-knit
group once they’re formed,” added Caroline Pugh. “A firm would have a lot of appeal if it could provide networks where
female entrepreneurs can talk to and collaborate with others who were in a similar
situation to them a few years ago and start
building champions for women who have
done very well.”

“A firm would have
a lot of appeal if
it could provide
networks where
female entrepreneurs can talk to
and collaborate
with others who
were in a similar
situation to them
a few years ago
and start building champions for
women who have
done very well.”
– Caroline Pugh, a
millennial technology
entrepreneur based in
the US

As Pugh and others pointed out, as pioneers, female business-leaders and entrepreneurs can often be acutely in need
of expert guidance when it comes to complex issues like succession planning - and
not just because they may lack the peer
support that fosters informal mentoring.

According to Katherine Ellis, this closeness
and (solitary) drive often have paradoxical
effects on both the company and individual
concerned: the upside is that female leaders are often much more detail orientated,
with an expansive understanding of their
business, but the downside is they are
sometimes less practised in delegation.
She explained:
“This phenomenon can occasionally become a personal challenge when it comes
time to plan for succession, or indeed
when delegating powers to trustees or
professional directors.”
“For a woman who has built something
herself with perhaps less institutional support than her male peers, there is a natural
protectiveness and unwillingness to let go.
This isn’t unique to women, of course, but
I have found it to be much more common
than in their male counterparts.”
As Rosalyn Breedy argued, women who
have built up a successful business and are
approaching an exit or liquidity event are
actually “at a very difficult point”. Not only
do they have to learn to take a step back,
but they must also transition from a wealth
creation to a wealth preservation mindset.
“They are almost starting again as the skills
and knowledge required for the next phase
of their life are completely different. Before
they can think about things like asset allocation, they need to work through different
scenarios for their life and cement overall
financial objectives,” she said.
“Women exiting a business need to draw
breath, reflect and get the right advice to
take them to the next stage – but by definition of their life they are not necessarily going to meet the right people at that point.”
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Female business leaders facing up to management/ownership succession are more
likely to be making this transition for the
first time, be newer to structuring and investment management issues and lacking
peer guidance – all of which means a great
opportunity exists for wealth managers to
reach out with advice which will be very
highly valued indeed.

AVOIDING FAMILY
BUSINESS FAILURE
The “shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves”
phenomenon of family wealth
seldom surviving beyond the third
generation is a well-known one
whose risks loom large for family
businesses of all kinds. Only 30%
survive through the second
generation, 13% through the third
and just 3% make it beyond that
point35 and a lack of robust
succession planning has been
identified as a number one cause.
Women who have really “swum
against the tide” to build up
something to pass onto the next
generation must be particularly
anxious to avoid this fate,
particularly given the broader way
they approach the goals of wealth
and its beneficiaries.

“For a woman
who has built
something herself
with perhaps less
institutional
support than her
male peers, there
is a natural
protectiveness
and unwillingness
to let go.”
– Katherine Ellis, Boston
Multi Family Office
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CRITICAL EMPATHY:
STRUCTURING ADVICE
FOR WOMEN
Katherine Ellis, Group
Business Development
Director at Boston Multi
Family Office, explains why
empathetic understanding
plays such an important role
in devising successful wealth
structuring solutions for
UHNW women.

Wealth structuring is the process of properly using companies, trusts,
foundations, and other arrangements to control assets in the best interests of their owners or beneficiaries. It is about helping wealth creators
control liability, manage incomings and outgoings, and plan for succession. It is a process and service driven by individual desires about
family, ambition, and our place in the world: it is deeply personal. Yet if
providers in this space know that every solution needs to be built from
the ground up for each individual, why is it that so many firms seem
well-equipped to do it for one gender but not the other?
The answer is empathy.
On the whole, men will be more comfortable dictating their wishes to
advisors on a transactional basis, whereas women will place a greater
value on being genuinely understood. Too many businesses, including
those which provide structuring, are built with a minimal focus on empathy, and this goes a long way towards explaining the failure of many
institutions to deliver a good service to UHNW women. To abuse a
stereotyped statement, “it’s not the advice they give, it’s the way they
give it.”
BUILDING (OR CHOOSING) A FAMILY OFFICE WITH EMPATHY
Empathy is unpopular because it’s expensive: it takes more time when
dealing with clients, and more time spent internally building the right
culture and environment in which employees can practise it. Businesses that do invest this time will have certain markers, though, and these
will be of interest to UHNW women looking to either select a provider
or build their own family office.
Empathy is hard to scale, so it is most likely to be found in small, private firms. So-called “supermarket” wealth managers with dozens of
offices and hundreds of staff are more likely to be transactional. Empathetic organisations will naturally have more women in senior roles, as
these environments are more conducive to the advancement of women. They are not, counter-intuitively, likely to feature board quotas or
other “forced” diversity measures. They may well be family owned, and
they will be progressive in their provision of things like flexible working
conditions.

Finally, they are unlikely to be the cheapest option on the market
and they are more likely to take their time getting to understand clients before they put together quotes. Prospective clients should recognise these as positive signs, rather than delays or inflated costs:
the empathetic business and the transactional business are selling
fundamentally different services.
A CASE STUDY: EMPATHY IN ACTION
Because Boston started as a single family office and remains privately owned, we’ve been able to focus on empathy as a differentiator.
There have been many cases, over the years, in which this had directly
benefited our female clients.
One of our clients built a successful, international business from the
ground up. She had great experience of dealing with large corporations and closing sizable deals. As a result, she was straight-talking and
placed a lot of emphasis on building very transparent “no nonsense”
relationships with third parties to ensure the job was done properly.
We started working with this client as she was moving from wealth
creation to wealth preservation mode, with a particular eye on succession. Several providers had identified that she should settle a “vanilla”
discretionary trust, which would pass on her wealth to her three children in a tax-efficient and easily-administered fashion. We ultimately
gave her the same solution, but the difference was in how we went
about it.
Through extended discussions with both the client and her family, we
came to understand that although she wanted her wealth to pass to her
children, she was also very concerned that they were unprepared to
handle it. This is not an uncommon concern in general, but the details
always differ in subtle but important ways. Instead of rushing into the
creation of the trust, we spent a significant amount of time drawing
up a document that showed our understanding of her wishes and concerns, as well as a framework for the education and mentoring of the
next generation. As a single mother, the client also took comfort from
having professional female trustees with children of their own.
What she was offered by other providers was a transaction; what she
ended up buying from Boston was empathy.
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BETTER REPRESENTATION OF
WOMEN URGENTLY NEEDED
IN THE WEALTH INDUSTRY
FIGURE 18
Better female representation is important for wealth management firms to better
engage with women
60%
50%
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However, with female clients increasingly being wealth-creators and entrepreneurs, proof
of a supportive corporate culture must also of
course extend right to C-suite/board level.
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“It is difficult to
feel your opinions
and achievements
are respected when
you can see an obvious bias against
your gender on
the other side of
the boardroom
table, so in that
sense the visibility
of female leaders
is essential even
where the individual make-up of
a client’s immediate team might be
unimportant to
them.” – Katherine Ellis,
Boston Multi Family Office

Correspondingly, Dennis Harhalakis called for
women to be “well represented at all levels
across all teams, and not just at the advisor
level”, to include all the supporting workers,
product specialists, wealth planners, portfolio managers and so on who collectively
institutionalise the client, and ensure the
organisation’s ongoing relevance to them.

3

2

1
Strongly disagree

Increasing attention is being paid to the fact
that women are generally woefully underrepresented in the financial services industry,
and our survey participants overwhelmingly
see this as an issue that needs to urgently be
addressed by the wealth management sector: 84% agree or strongly agree that wealth
managers need to have greater female representation in their workforces and leadership
teams to better engage with female clients. In
fact, virtually no participants believe better
representation is not needed.
Of course, none of this is to suggest that female clients will necessarily prefer working
with advisors of their own gender; nor that
meritocracy should be undermined.
Rather, our experts argue that inclusivity at
all levels is vital because it strongly signals
that women’s particular goals and aspirations
are understood, and that every effort will
be made to ensure the firm’s products and
services meet their needs.
“If your organisation doesn’t reflect the group
you’re serving, you are unlikely to innovate
and develop precisely targeted offerings due
to being out of touch with your client base,”
said Rosalyn Breedy. “Not making sufficient
efforts to hire females also sends a very poor
message indeed.”

“Female clients won’t necessarily ask or expect that their advisors are female, but they
do expect to see that the organisation they
are working with respects and values the role
of women,” said Katherine Ellis. “It is difficult
to feel your opinions and achievements are
respected when you can see an obvious bias
against your gender on the other side of the
boardroom table.”
She believes this need for reassurance is
true across cultures, but perhaps even more
pronounced in locations such as the Middle
East where women have historically been
very much less empowered. In this sense,
she argues the visibility of female leaders is
essential - even where the individual makeup of a client’s immediate team might be
unimportant to them.
THE IMPORTANCE OF EMPATHETIC
UNDERSTANDING
The motivations for strong female representation go far deeper than just sending a
welcoming, progressive message to female
prospects, however.
Wealth managers are invariably delving into
the most personal and emotionally-loaded
areas of people’s lives, and while it may not
hold true in all cases, women are generally
held to have a more empathetic nature that
confers a particular aptitude for deepening
relationships (and therefore wallet share)
with clients of both sexes.
“Women and men’s brains are wired differently - that’s a fact,” said Jacqueline Lockie,
Head of Financial Planning at the Chartered
Institute for Securities & Investment. “My
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personal experience - both observing and
learning from male advisors - is that some
tend to think slightly differently and are not
so empathetic.”

“The greater empathy a female advisor can offer to a female client who perhaps has struggled in male-dominated environments, can
be really refreshing,” Ellis said.

Fielding a female advisor might be advantageous in any number of situations where
empathy is key, irrespective of the client’s
gender. Furthermore, while no one would
suggest that wealthy women always want to
work with female advisors, there will be times
when religious, cultural or situational factors
make this preferable.

Yet more broadly, our experts argued that
inclusivity is about putting clients (quickly)
at ease with an advisor who will need to be
party to highly personal information and
entrusted with their financial security. As
such, as wealth demographics continue to
change, better female representation needs
to be seen as just a part (albeit a very significant one) of a far larger choice and diversity
picture.

For instance, research indicates that increasing divorce rates are a primary driver of the
strong growth in women seeking financial
advice for the first time (in a recent UK study,
51% of advisors made this attribution).36 It is
not hard to see how a woman going through
a bruising divorce – and who also may be
relatively new to wealth management issues
– might prefer working with another female.

“It is important
for a woman in a
situation like
divorce to feel
confident that
they are sharing
their predicament
in an empathic
environment.”
– Lavinia Osbourne,
Butterfly Wealth Creation

“It is important for a woman in a situation like
divorce to feel confident that they are sharing their predicament in an empathic environment,” said Lavinia Osbourne. “Does that
mean that men cannot be empathic? Of course
not. But it is well documented that people are
more open and invested when they feel they
are speaking to someone who is of like-mind
and perhaps has been through what they are
going through.” (As she observed, specialist
divorce lawyers offer both understanding and
experience in a challenging emotional area,
so similarly focused wealth managers may
have the same appeal.)
Rising female entrepreneurialism is perhaps
the biggest driver of women entering the
wealth management sphere, however, and as
we have seen they are increasingly successful in traditionally male spheres like technology (see p14). Here, a business leader might
have a particular affinity with a female wealth
manager as another woman forging ahead in
“a man’s world”.

As Henrietta Grimston observed:
“For some people, feeling comfortable with
the person advising them means working
with someone of the same sex – and this is
true for both men and women.
“However, the emphasis really needs to be
on getting the relationship fit right, making it vital that firms have not only a mix of
female and male advisors, but also a spread
of different personality types and cultural
backgrounds to provide clients with the best
choice possible.”
As our experts were at pains to point out, inclusion and diversity is not only the right path
to pursue, but also the most profitable.
As competitive pressures mount and the sector evolves at dizzying speed, no firm can do
without the advantages of having different
viewpoints fully embedded throughout the
organisation. Nor can they afford to forgo an
increase in income-generating segments and
so we see what has hitherto been a highly traditional industry increasingly moving to meet
the needs of non-traditional families with
specific offerings and even whole new LGBTfocused businesses being launched. Dramatically improving female representation should
only be the start of the industry’s progressive
moves.
“Diversity will bring a different feel to the
whole industry, improving issues of trust and
transparency, and it has been proven that
inclusive teams and executive boards have
a direct and positive impact on the bottom
line,” Noreen Cesareo concluded. “To build
and protect their future pipeline, firms should
invest now in building a truly diverse and
inclusive team across all levels.”

“Diversity will
bring a different
feel to the whole
industry, improving issues of trust
and transparency,
and it has been
proven that inclusive teams and
executive boards
have a direct and
positive impact on
the bottom line.”
– Noreen Cesareo, Market
Accents
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WEALTH FIRMS STAND TO BE
VERY WELL REWARDED FOR
FOCUSING ON WOMEN
It is widely acknowledged that the financial
services industry has historically not marketed
itself as effectively as it might have, with the
wealth management sub-sector trailing even
further behind. Market penetration not being
anywhere near as high as it could be in markets
like the UK clearly shows a failure to adequately highlight the value of professional financial
planning and investment management.
The challenges of conveying these messages
in an appealing way and customers’ tendency
to stay with providers long term (even when
not particularly satisfied) have also engendered a certain complacency. Many institutions have never made much attempt to
differentiate themselves.
Competition is now really heating up, however, due to the cost transparency standards
being imposed by regulators and an influx of
new entrants. Technology disruption has also
led to consumers being far more empowered
to compare – and switch – providers at every
level of the wealth spectrum.
As wealth managers vie for asset growth in a
hotly-contested market, female clients really
do represent an unmissable opportunity.
IT’S EASY TO STAND OUT WHERE MOST ARE
MISSING OUT
As previously suggested, the first reason is
that the widespread neglect of women as a
distinct client segment makes it far easier for
firms effectively targeting them to really stand
out.
Undeniably, some institutions are making positive moves: the past year or so has seen several
signing up to initiatives to promote gender
equality across their workforces, engaging in
female-focused research and launching marketing campaigns aimed squarely at women.
However, these are very much in the minority. In one particularly damning study, Boston Consulting Group found that only 14% of
wealth managers had carried out marketing
specifically targeting current or prospective
female clients over the past year.37
This gender blindness is costing the industry
a great deal. Research suggests that in the

UK alone, financial services firms miss out on
capturing £113bn of investment and savings
funds each year by not tailoring their marketing to the wants and needs of female customers, and therefore failing to inspire their confidence: 65% of women have low confidence
in financial institutions versus 55% of men.38
Wealthy females clearly represent a rich seam
of untapped assets, but they also have several characteristics which make them even
more desirable as clients. As discussed below,
growing their female client bases is likely to
result in a “triple win” for wealth managers.

FIGURE 19
Do you believe that female clients tend to
make more referrals than men?

36%
52%

12%

WOMEN LIKELY TO BE HIGHLY ENGAGED,
LOYAL CUSTOMERS
Research indicates that women are more
likely to seek professional advice in the first
place, which seems largely attributable to
the fact that women are far more willing than
men to concede that they are lacking financial knowledge (twice as likely, according to
Spectrem Group). In fact, if we look at women
globally, fewer than half describe themselves
as financially confident.39

Yes
No
Don’t know

Correspondingly, while 40% of wealthy men
say they do not seek the counsel of professionals like bankers, lawyers, accountants
and investment managers, this proportion
falls to only around 20% among women.40
As well as being more likely to seek specialist
advice, women are also readier to admit that
they are completely dependent on their advisors.41 As our experts noted, this openness
to relying on trusted advisors should be particularly prized by wealth managers at a time
of acute industry disruption, as should the
greater loyalty to institutions female clients
tend to display. Women may be more cautious and the “buying decision” for choosing
a wealth manager more prolonged, but they
tend to be “stickier” about these decisions
once they have been convinced.
Just as women tend to represent “patient
capital”, anecdotal evidence suggests they
are also a longer-term business win. Furthermore, their tendency towards high-conviction
relationships can prove a powerful boost to
new business growth for the right firms and
advisors.

“This openness to
relying on trusted
advisors should
by particularly
prized by wealth
managers at a time
of acute industry
disruption, as
should the
greater loyalty
to institutions
female clients
tend to display.”
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RAMPED-UP REFERRAL RATES
Referrals have always been foundational
to wealth managers’ business growth, and
are likely to remain so despite the sector’s
growing digitalisation.
Entering a new relationship is a high-stakes
buying decision which often entails entrusting a wealth manager with sensitive personal information as well as large amounts of
money; clients can also fear it will be difficult
- and possibly punitively expensive - to exit a
dissatisfactory relationship (which explains
why unhappy clients very often stay with an
institution due to apathy). A personal recommendation from a friend, relative or colleague
whose opinion one respects therefore carries
great weight in a wealth management context
and institutions rightly focus a great deal of
energy (and resources) on trying to ensure
that they are the beneficiaries of them.
Harnessing the power of referrals is more
complex than it may appear, however. Just
because an individual is satisfied does not
mean that they will actively promote their
provider to other possible clients and so it is
incumbent on wealth managers to a) ensure

they are paying the right amount of attention
to those clients most likely to make referrals and b) maximise their propensity to do
so - by developing a stand-out offering, optimising the client experience and providing
opportunities and encouragement to make
recommendations (asking for referrals may
be a highly successful strategy, as long as it is
done in a sophisticated manner and focused
on meeting client needs).
As regards who is most likely to make referrals, all the evidence points to women very
much being the segment to focus on. While
only 36% of our survey respondents felt sure
that female clients make more referrals than
men, various research actually asserts that
women tend to refer twice as often.42 Anecdotally, the expert contributors to this study have
also seen this to be very much the case.
The reasons behind this trend may be multifaceted, but it is often attributed to women being
far more relationally orientated than men.
Many psychologists43 have pointed to men being more collectively interdependent, in that
they tend to trust others on the basis of having shared group membership, whereas wom-

en trust those with whom they share direct or
indirect relationship connections.
Perhaps more controversially, women are
also often thought of as being generally less
competitive than men, meaning that they will
be more open to “sharing” an advisor or institution that has helped them towards their
goals.
Both the industry experts and wealthy women who contributed to this study were of the
view that a female client who has built a secure relationship with an advisor will generally not hesitate to connect them with others who could benefit from their services. As
discussed on p25, they are also usually very
keen to share “best ideas” and investment
opportunities with their network.
Clearly, institutions are missing out on billions
in lost revenues – both directly and indirectly
– by failing to maximise their engagement
with female wealth-holders. Marketing specifically to women may represent a challenge
for an industry more used to addressing men,
but the rewards may be very great indeed for
those who can reengineer their offerings and
articulate their value proposition well.

CONCLUSION
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It is hoped that this report has made clear all the reasons why wealth
managers and other advisors to the wealthy should be adopting a sophisticated “gender lens”, and bolstering their efforts to approach female clients and prospects as a distinct segment with specific wants
and needs.
Gender equality and diversity are naturally ideals every modern institution should be pursuing, but the figures prompting real change are now
more compelling than they have ever been. What’s more, they are signalling areas where wealth managers and other advisory firms can really differentiate themselves, and significantly boost their growth and
profitability at a time of heightened competition and squeezed margins.
The rapid acceleration in women’s financial empowerment globally
is perhaps quite well known today. Yet, as this study proves, the true
magnitude of the changes occurring are often under-estimated. Still
less appreciated are all the ways women are forging strongly ahead in
what were traditionally male spheres.
As Wealthmonitor’s figures underscore, all over the world women are
coming to the fore as wealth creators in their own right. What’s more,
these dynamic entrepreneurs are making serious inroads into industries associated with men, like chemicals and technology. As the
“Fourth Industrial Revolution” marches on, we can expect the fortunes
of these pioneering women to increase in lock-step. For the time being,
however, they remain pioneers.
As Katherine Ellis of Boston Multi Family Office and other contributors
have explained, female UHNWIs and entrepreneurs face a raft of particular challenges throughout their wealth journeys, and particularly
so in certain geographies and sectors. They may find themselves feeling isolated indeed when building up their businesses - and then still so
once they have found success, due to a dearth of female mentors who
have previously trodden their path and low female representation in
institutions’ own workforces. Ironically, as one of our experts observed,
female wealth-creators can experience a real lack of guidance just at
the point they most need it.

Firms committed to addressing these issues will be well placed to
build affinities with female wealth creators, but also to build out product and service offerings that are highly attuned to women’s specific
needs. This is something that institutions of all kinds should be well advanced with by now, and the fact that so few are should highlight a real
opportunity for forward-thinking firms.
Much of this report has focused on women at the UHNW, businessowning end of the wealth, but of course the subject of “winning women” is relevant right across the spectrum. Females are increasingly
households’ primary earners across developed countries, while labour
market participation and education are improving in even the most
previously restrictive regions. True, global gender equality may still be
some way off, but we should all look forward to a time when half the
world’s population will wield half its financial power.
Firms committed to serving female clients better stand to gain a great
deal in terms of loyalty, referrals and wallet share – as well as showing
themselves to be “of the time” at a real inflection point for the industry.
“Gender blind” businesses orientated towards fading stereotypes of
wealth are set to quickly lose ground and WealthBriefing looks forward
to further exploring the sector’s broader equality and diversity agenda
in future research.
Along with our partners Boston Multi Family Office and Wealthmonitor,
we would like to extend our warmest thanks to all the experts and endclients who contributed to this study. Feedback on this or any other
WealthBriefing research is always most welcome.
Wendy Spires
Global Head of Research
WealthBriefing
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SAMPLE BREAKDOWN:

This study is based on proprietary data collated by Wealthmonitor,
along with a survey of 35 wealth-holders, entrepreneurs/businessowners, family office professionals and other advisors which was conducted during the Summer 2017 ClearView Family Wealth European
Summit.

GENDER OF PARTICIPANTS

A supplementary poll was conducted during September 2017 among
members of the WealthBriefing, WealthBriefingAsia and Family Wealth
Report networks to gauge the views of wealth management professionals globally (see Figure 13, p20).
37%

63%

Male
Female

PARTICIPANT CATEGORISATION
9%

35%

56%

Wealth-holder/prospective wealth-holder
Family Office professional or advisor to the wealthy
Other

Interviews were also carried out with 15 expert contributors including
wealth managers, industry consultants and lawyers, alongside a selection of female H/UHNW clients, including entrepreneurs.
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